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Look familiar?
THE AGILE MANIFESTO

Four foundational values with twelve supporting principles
Four Values of Agile

- Individuals and interactions over processes and tools.
- Working software over comprehensive documentation.
- Customer collaboration over contract negotiation.
- Responding to change over following a plan.
Value #1

Individuals and interactions over processes and tools.
More thought.
More conversation.
More voices in the room resulting in a better outcome.

means...

drive better outcomes by...

Going to the work.
Value #2

Working software over comprehensive documentation
Agile does not eliminate documentation, but it streamlines it means...

drive better outcomes by...

Partnering to help the team understand the importance of strong user stories
1. **SCRUM**
   Jeff Sutherland
   - Good first book and a good one to go back to basics
   - The history of Scrum
   - If you don't really believe in Agile principles, start here

2. **Sense & Respond**
   Jeff Gothelf
   - Transformation in tech and communication is requiring a rethinking of how we organize and manage work
   - This book connects the values of scrum to "outcome focused management"

3. **Driving Digital**
   Isaac Sacolick
   - Written by a CIO, more details about the practical application of working agilely
   - Spans from the legacy architecture and systems to blockchain, IoT and AI

4. **Bank 4.0**
   Brett King
   - Industry perspective on changes in the macro environment and how they connect to products and services delivered today
   - Pace of change, strategies to accelerate growth and efficiency
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